
AQA Key Stage 3 – Science Progression framework

Find out more about this course and order online at: www.hoddereducation.co.uk/ks3science-aqa-3

National Curriculum 
aims:

Develop scientific knowledge and conceptual understanding through the specific disciplines of Biology, Chemistry and Physics Develop understanding of the nature, processes and methods of science through different types of 
science enquiries that help them to answer scientific questions about the world around them

Are equipped with the scientific knowledge required to understand the uses and implications of science, today and for the future.

Bridging the gap 
from KS2–3 
By the age of 11 pupils 
should be able to:

Plan different types of scientific enquiries to answer questions, including recognising and controlling variables where necessary Record data and results of increasing complexity using scientific diagrams and labels, classification keys, 
tables, scatter graphs, bar and line graphs 

Report and present findings from enquiries, including conclusions, causal relationships and explanations 
of results and degree of trust in them, in oral and written forms such as displays and other presentations

Take measurements, using a range of scientific equipment, with increasing accuracy and precision, 
taking repeat readings when appropriate 

Use test results to make predictions to set up further comparative and fair tests Identify scientific evidence that has been used to support or refute ideas or arguments Identify scientific evidence that has been used to support or refute ideas or arguments

Pupil Book 1 Units

KS3 Syllabus Areas Know Apply Extend Working Scientifically: Enquiry
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Forces 1 -Speed •  Describe how if the overall, resultant force on an object is non-zero, its motion changes and it slows down, speeds up or changes direction
•   Know how to use the formula speed = distance / time 
•   Describe how the speed of an object varies when measured by observers who are not moving, or moving relative to the object
•   Describe how the motion of two objects moving at different speeds in the same direction would appear to the other

•  Calculate the speed of a moving object
•   Draw and interpret distance-time graphs including labeling changes in motion

•  Rearrange the speed equation to find time and distance travelled
•   Research land speed records and discuss ways of ensuring the maximum possible speed is achieved 

and that timings taken were accurate

What affects the speed of a toy car? 
Using a ramp and a toy car, pupils can study a practical investigating the factors that affect the speed of the 
car (i.e. steepness of slope, initial thrust, friction etc.) Pupils can evaluate different measuring techniques 
as well as using the data provided to work out how the steepness of slope affects the toy car’s speed.

Forces 2- Gravity •  Differentiate between mass and weight 
•   Draw force diagrams to show the action of gravity in different situations.
•   Describe how gravity holds planets and moons in orbit around larger bodies.
•   Compare gravity to other forces

•  Explain that every objects exerts a gravitational force on every other object within its gravitational field
•   Apply the formula weight (N) = mass (kg) x gravitational field strength (N/kg) to specific examples
•   Explain how gravity varies for different masses and distances
•   Explain the implications of varying gravity during a space mission

•  Rearrange the weight equation to find mass and gravitational field strength
•   Research the different orbits of natural satellites and how they support the function of the satellite
•   Discuss methods for coping with varying gravity during a space mission

Journey to the moon 
Having learned about the nature of the earth’s gravitational force, pupils can study the application of this 
aspect of physics by space scientists. They can research the Apollo Space programme and carry out 
some simple calculations of how mass changes when the gravitational field strength changes. 

Electromagnetism 
1 - Voltage and 
resistance

•  Draw a circuit diagram to show how voltage can be measured in a circuit with several components
•   Describe how in a series circuit voltage is shared between each component and in a parallel circuit voltage is the same across all the components
•   Use a table of voltage against current to find the ratio of voltage to current and therefore determine the resistance
•   Describe potential difference as the amount of energy shifted from the battery to the moving charge, or from the charge to circuit components, in volts
•   Use energy to explain the sizes of voltages in a circuit
•   Distinguish between electrical conductors and electrical insulators and give examples of their uses

•  Build series and parallel circuits using circuit diagrams
•   Apply the formula resistance (Ω) = potential difference (V) ÷ current (A)
•   Use the concept of energy to explain how voltage and resistance affect the way components work
•   Explain how resistance reduces the current flowing and shifts energy to the surroundings
•   Apply knowledge of voltage, current and resistance to predict the effect of changing the rating of a 

component on the other components in a series or parallel circuit

•  Rearrange the resistance formula to find potential difference and current
•   Evaluate the suitability of different conductors or insulators for different situations

How do the potential difference and current change in a series circuit? 
Using simple wiring apparatus, pupils can investigate how the current changes in series and parallel 
circuits. They can then use a block of dough as a resistor in a circuit and calculate the resistance of the 
dough by measuring the potential difference across it. This investigation also introduces pupils to the 
term gradient and how to calculate it from a graph.

Electromagnetism 
2 - Current

•  Describe how in a series circuit current is the same in all of the components and in a parallel circuit current is split between the loops of the circuit
•   Describe current as the flow of electrical charge, with the unit amperes (A)
•   Draw diagrams to explain how objects may become charged when they are rubbed together
•   Relate the charge of an object to the gain or loss of electrons
•   Describe methods of reducing the risk of getting electrostatic shocks

•  Evaluate different models of how electric circuits work, including current, resistance and potential 
difference

•   Explain why charged objects experience an electrostatic force in an electrical field 
•   Predict the effect of bringing a charged object into the field generated by another charged object
•   Evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of series and parallel circuits

•  Evaluate the suitability of different models of how electric circuits work, including current, resistance 
and potential difference

•   Research examples of the uses of electrical fields

N/A

Energy 1 - Energy 
costs

•  Define power as how quickly energy is transferred by a device
•   Know how to use the formula cost = power (kW ) x time (hours) x price (per kWh)
•   Distinguish between renewable and non-renewable energy resources and give examples of each
•   Describe, in detail, energy transfers from a renewable or non-renewable resource to an electrical device in the home
•   Suggest actions a government or communities could take in response to rising energy demand, including reducing electricity use

•  Analyse data from a home energy bill and suggest ways to reduce costs
•   Evaluate the advantages and disadvantages of different renewable energy resources
•   Explain the term fossil fuels and explain the advantages and disadvantages of using them
•   Compare the amounts of energy transferred by a range of different foods and activities
• Evaluate the social, economic and environmental consequences of using a resource to generate electricity

•  Rearrange the cost equation to find power, time and price
•   Research examples of new renewable energy technology 
•   Discuss the problems scientists and governments may encounter when trying to reduce global 

electricity use 

Running costs of light bulbs 
Pupils can compare the different light bulbs available and carry out an investigation into the cost benefits 
of changing incandescent bulbs to energy saving ones. Pupils will be asked to estimate the number of 
light bulbs in the UK and compare the cost of using different types. 

Energy 2 - Energy 
transfers

•  Identify different types of energy store and give examples of each 
•   Describe how the energy of an object depends on its speed, temperature, height or whether it is stretched or compressed
•   Relate observations of how sound travels to the properties of a longitudinal wave
•   Give examples of how energy is dissipated in a range of situations

•  Explain that energy is transferred between energy stores and give examples of transfers
•   Explain that when energy is transferred, the total energy is conserved, but some energy is dissipated, 

reducing the useful energy available
•   Use the concept of dissipation of energy to explain why perpetual motion is impossible

•   Evaluate analogies and explanations for the transfer of energy
•  Predict the relative amount of energy stored in objects in a range of different situations
•   Calculate input and output energy from useful energy and amount dissipated
•   Research the energy wasted by renewable energy resources

N/A

Waves 1 - Sound •  Define the terms amplitude, frequency and wavelength
•   Describe the amplitude and frequency of a wave from a diagram or oscilloscope picture
•   Define the term auditory range and explain why it means humans cannot hear certain sounds

•  Explain how sound travels, including why sound does not travel through a vacuum
•   Explain, using diagrams, how sound waves change with volume or pitch
•   Explain observations where sound is reflected, transmitted or absorbed by different media

•  Use diagrams to compare the waveforms a variety of musical instruments makes when playing 
different pitches or volumes

•   Evaluate the effectiveness of different types of sound insulation

N/A

Waves 2 - Light •  Describe how when a light ray meets a different medium, some of it is absorbed and some reflected
•   Define the terms transparent, translucent, opaque, absorption and scattering of light
•   Draw ray diagrams to show refraction occurring when light travels into a less dense medium and into a more dense medium
•   Draw a ray diagram to show reflection from a mirror, including the incident ray, reflected ray and normal line
•   Distinguish between convex lenses and concave lenses.   Describe how lenses may be used to correct vision and relate this to the structure of the eye

•  Explain why the colour of light can vary
•   Explain observations where coloured lights are mixed or objects are viewed in different lights
•   Explain what happens to light when it travels between media of different densities
•   Use diagrams to show how images are formed in a mirror
•   Use ray diagrams to explain how a device with multiple mirrors works

•  Predict whether light will reflect, refract or scatter when it hits the surface of a range of different 
materials

•   Relate refraction to the speed of light in different media
•   Research the causes of different sight problems and suggest suitable corrective lenses which could be 

used to treat these problems

Heliographs 
Pupils will use what they know about light rays being reflected from shiny surfaces to investigate how a 
signalling mirror or heliograph can be moved back and forth to make the light flash in a pattern. Pupils 
can examine how different shaped mirrors can affect the light rays being sent. 
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Matter 1 - Particle 
model

•  Know that there are three common states of matter: solid, liquid and gas. Recognise and describe the properties of solids, liquids and gases 
•   Know the terms for changes of state: solid to liquid, liquid to gas, gas to liquid, liquid to solid and solid to gas 
•   Know that all matter is made of very small particles (atoms, ions or molecules) and that these particles are arranged in different ways in solids, liquids and gases 
•   Know that particles have energy and that they can gain or lose energy when being heated or cooled. Heating substances causes them to expand whilst cooling 

causes them to contract. This affects the density of the substance
•   Know that gas pressure is caused by collisions of particles with the walls of a container 
•  Know that diffusion is the process by which particles in liquids or gases spread from a region many particles to one where there are fewer 

•   Explain the properties of solids, liquids and gases based on the arrangement and movement of their 
particles

•   Explain changes in states in terms of changes to the energy of particles
•   Draw before and after diagrams of particles to explain observations about changes of state, gas 

pressure and diffusion

•  Argue for how to classify substances which behave unusually as solids, liquids or gases
•   Evaluate observations that provide evidence for the existence of particles
•   Make predictions about what will happen during unfamiliar physical processes, in terms of particles and 

their energy (in the context of sublimation) 

Solid, liquid or gas? 
By using solids, liquids and gases as a starting point pupils can study a range of graph types and 
evaluate their usefulness for presenting different types of data (e.g. continuous, discontinuous and more 
specific examples such as boiling and melting points). They can also recognise how to spot a positive 
correlation on an scatter or line graph.

Matter 2 - Separating 
mixtures

•  Know that a pure substance consists of only one type of element or compound and has a fixed melting and boiling point. Mixtures may be separated due to 
differences in their physical properties 

•   Introduce terms solution, solvent and solute in the context of making a mixture of water and a soluble solid
•   Know that the method chosen to separate a mixture depends on which physical properties of the individual substances are different 
•   Know that chromatography is used to separate mixtures of different coloured substances
•   Know that solubility is the maximum mass of solute that dissolves in a certain volume of solvent

•  Explain how substances dissolve using the particle model 
•   Use techniques to separate mixtures. Use evaporation as a means to separate the solutions 
•   Introduce filtration and distillation for separating solids from liquids, and liquids from other liquids
•   Introduce simple paper chromatography 
•   Use evidence from chromatography to identify unknown substances in mixtures
•   Use the solubility curve of a solute to explain observations about solutions

•  Calculation of percentage yield of salt separated form sand/salt mixture
•   Suggest a combination of methods to separate a complex mixture and justify the choices
•   Evaluate the evidence for identifying a unknown substance using separating techniques

Fraudulent last will 
By using a range of different techniques like distillation and chromatography, pupils can learn how 
chemicals are extracted and analysed. Pupils can then use paper chromatography to identity an 
unknown sample of ink in a scenario asking them to work out the author of a ‘fraudulent will’. The 
techniques used all have limitations and pupils can suggest what these may be.

Reactions 1 - Metals 
and non-metals

•  Know that metals are: shiny, good conductors of electricity and heat, malleable and ductile, and usually solid at room temperature. Non-metals are dull, poor 
conductors of electricity and heat, brittle and usually solid or gaseous at room temperature 

•  Know that iron, nickel and cobalt are magnetic; mercury is a metal that is liquid at room temperature; bromine is a non-metal that is liquid at room temperature 
•   Know that some metals react with acids to produce salts and hydrogen 
•   Know that metals can be arranged as a reactivity series in order of how readily they react with other substances 
•   Know that oxidation is a reaction a substance combines with oxygen and metals and non-metals react with oxygen to form oxides which are either bases or acids 
•   Know that displacement is a reaction where a more reactive metal takes the place of a less reactive metal in a compound 

•  Identify an unknown element from its physical and chemical properties
•   Describe an oxidation, displacement, or metal-acid reaction with a word equation
•   Place an unfamiliar metal into the reactivity series based on information about its reactions
•   Use particle diagrams to represent oxidation, displacement and metal-acid reactions

•  Deduce the physical or chemical changes a metal has undergone from its appearance. 
Justify the use of specific metals and non-metals for different applications, using data provided. 

Making a reactivity series 
Pupils will be asked to apply their knowledge that different elements have different levels of reactivity to 
suggest how they would make a reactivity series. They will then use their experience and knowledge of 
displacement reactions to organise a range of different metals according to their reactivity.

Reactions 2 - Acids 
and alkalis

•  Know that pH is a scale of acidity and alkalinity from 0 to 14 
•   Know that acids have a pH below 7, neutral solutions have a pH of 7, alkalis have a pH above 7; that hydrochloric, sulfuric and nitric acid are strong acids; and that 

acetic and citric acid are weak acids 
•  Know that indicators are substances used to identify whether unknown solutions are acidic or alkaline
•   Know that mixing an acid and alkali produces a chemical reaction, neutralisation, forming a chemical called a salt and water
•  Know: that a base is a substance that neutralises an acid – those that dissolve in water are called alkalis 

•  Use data and observations to determine the pH of a solution and explain what this shows
•  Identify the best indicator to distinguish between solutions of different pH, using data provided 
•   Explain how neutralisation reactions are used in a range of situations 
•   Describe a method for how to make a neutral solution from an acid and alkali 

•  Deduce the hazards of different alkalis and acids using data about their concentration and pH 
•   Given the names of an acid and an alkali, work out the name of the salt produced when they react
•   Estimate the pH of an acid based on information from reactions

Which is the best indigestion remedy? 
Pupils will investigate the best way to neutralise stomach acid using an alkaline solution in an indigestion 
remedy. They will be presented with the results from an experiment into this, and this will allow key 
words like range, outlier and mean to be introduced. This section links in with the chapter on digestion 
and the digestive system.

Earth 1 - earth 
structure

•  Know that the three rock layers inside earth are the crust, the mantle and the core 
•   Know that sedimentary rock are formed from layers of sediment, and which can contain fossils 
•   Know that igneous rocks are formed from cooled magma, with minerals arranged in crystals 
•   Know that metamorphic rocks are formed from existing rocks exposed to heat and pressure over a long time
•   Know that sedimentary, igneous and metamorphic rocks can be inter converted through the rock cycle 
•   Know that weathering is the wearing down of rock by physical, chemical or biological processes
•  Know that erosion is the movement of rock by water, ice or wind (transportation) 

•   Explore the diffence between minerals (which have chemical formulae) and rocks (which are mixtures 
of minerals, so cannot have a formula) 

•  Explain why a rock has a particular property based on how it was formed 
•   Identify the causes of weathering and erosion and describe how they occur
•  Construct a labelled diagram to identify the processes of the rock cycle

•  Suggest how ceramics might be similar to some types of rock
•   Identify circumstances that indicate fast processes of change on earth and those that indicate slower 

processes
•   Predict planetary conditions from descriptions of rocks on other planets

Modelling stages in the rock cycle 
Pupils will model different stages of different rocks in the rock cycle. Simple experiments can be used to 
illustrate weathering, sedimentation, intrusion and the movement of tectonic plates. Pupils may be able 
to suggest and create their own models from some of the ideas presented. 

Earth 2 - Universe •  Know that the solar system consists of planets rotating on tilted axes while orbiting the sun, moons orbiting planets and sunlight spreading out and being reflected. 
•  Know that an orbit is a path taken by a satellite, planet or star moving around a larger body. Earth completes one orbit of the sun every year
•  Know that stars are bodies which give out light, and which may have a solar system of planets 
•   Know that our solar system is a tiny part of a galaxy, one of many billions in the Universe
•   Know that a galaxy is a collection of stars held together by gravity. Our galaxy is called the Milky Way
•  Know that an exoplanet is a planet that orbits a star outside our solar system 

•  Explain why places on the earth experience different daylight hours and amounts of sunlight during the 
year 

•   Describe the appearance of planets or moons from diagrams showing their position in relation to the 
earth and sun 

•   Describe how space exploration and observations of stars are affected by the scale of the universe
•  Explain the choice of particular units for measuring distance

•  Make deductions from observation data of planets, stars and galaxies
•   Predict patterns in day length, the sun’s intensity or an object’s shadow at different latitudes

Changing ideas about the solar system. 
By looking at the different theories and models used to explain how the solar system has changed 
over time, pupils can evaluate the evidence that was provided. They can suggest how the early ideas 
of the solar system have been superseded as new evidence is uncovered by the development of more 
powerful scientific instruments. 
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Organisms 1 - 
Movement

•  Know that the components of the human skeleton are responsible for protection of organs, support and movement
•   Know that the bone marrow creates new red and white blood cells 
•   Draw a diagram of an antagonistic muscle joint labelling ligaments, tendons and cartilage and explain the functions of each of the parts
•   Know the different tissues that are found at a joint
•   Know how to label a diagram of joint to show the antagonistic muscles, ligaments, tendons and cartilage 

•  Explain how the physical properties of the skeleton relate to the function of movement and support •  Be able to predict the consequences of damaging a joint, bone or muscle
•   Relate the structural components of a synovial joint to their function
•   Predict the result of a muscle contraction or relaxation on a diagram
•   Suggest the consequences of bone or joint damage to a patient

How similar are chicken wings and human arms? 
By looking at the arrangement bones and muscles in both a human arm and a chicken wing, pupils can 
investigate the similarities and differences between the two limbs. They can look at patterns in the bone 
structure and antagonistic muscle pairs. 
Pupils can use this as a starting point to begin thinking about animal classification and evolution.

Organisms 2 - Cells •  Know how to distinguish between unicellular and multicellular organisms
•   Know that multicellular organisms have different levels of organisation and that their cells are organised into tissues, organs and systems
•   Know how to use a light microscope to observe a slide of onion or cheek cells
•   Draw cheek and onion cells from microscope slides and label all visible features
•   Be able to identify and label the basic components of a plant and an animal cell.   Know the function of the basic components of a plant and an animal cell
•   Name the key organ systems of the body and describe their main components.   Know the function of the key organ systems of the body

•  Explain how unicellular organisms are adapted to survive
•   Explain why multicellular organisms require organ systems to meet their cell’s requirements
•   Relate the structure to the function of the visible features
•   Describe how the structure of a plant cell differs from that of an animal cell
•   Suggest how damage to, or failure of, a named organ would affect other body systems

•  Investigate a viral cell and explain why a virus is not classified with other unicells
•   Investigate how the cell theory has developed over time
•   Suggest reasons for the observed differences between the cheek and onion cells
•   Find out how recreational drugs can affect different body systems

Using a light microscope 
Pupils will learn how the components of the light microscope work together to magnify and focus 
tiny images. By understanding the role of the objective lenses and the eyepiece lens, pupils can 
calculate the magnification of an observed specimen. Pupils can perform an investigation on how to 
use microscopes and how the structure of cheek cells can be enhanced by staining to be more clearly 
studied.

Ecosystems 1 - 
Interdependence

•  Know definitions of the terms ecosystem, environment, population, producer and consumer and be able to give examples for each term
•   Know how to use information from a food web to explain the feeding relationships between organisms in an ecosystem
•   Explain the importance of insects to human food supplies
•   Know definitions of the terms predator, prey and interdependence 

•  Draw food chains from a list of organisms provided
•   Combine a series of food chains together to form a food web
•   Apply knowledge of food webs to explain how toxic substances may accumulate in human food
•   Explain, with examples, the factors which affect the population of a species

•  Investigate the role of decomposers in recycling materials in ecosystems
•   Create an accurate drawing of a pyramid of numbers from information supplied
•   Investigate the accumulation of DDT in a food chain and explain the outcomes of this effect
•   Predict how the population of a prey species would be affected by changes in its predator numbers

Introducing an alien species into an ecosystem 
By studying a range of invasive species, pupils can understand the threat these aliens pose in different 
ecosystems. Pupils can then investigate other alien species that have been introduced into the UK. They 
will outline the specific problems each alien brings and suggest solutions to overcome these issues.

Ecosystems 2- Plant 
reproduction

•  Know the parts of an insect pollinated flower and relate each structure to its function
•   Explain the process of pollination
•   Describe and give examples of different methods of seed dispersal
•   Explain how plants are adapted to disperse seeds using wind, water or animals 

•  Using photographs or live specimens, compare the flowers of insect pollinated plants with those in 
wind pollinated plants

•   Explain the importance of seed dispersal in plants

•  Investigate how plant breeders use their knowledge of pollination to carry out selective breeding
•   Dissect out the embryo plant from a soaked broad bean seed. Test the cotyledons for the presence of 

starch
•   Watch the progress of germinating seeds as they develop on moist cotton wool or blotting paper

Which is the most effective helicopter fruit?
Having learned that fruits need to be spread away from the parent plant, pupils can investigate how 
different shapes of helicopter fruit can best aid disperal. To illustrate this, pupils will create a helicopter 
model which can be altered in different ways. The investigation gets pupils to consider how they will 
measure or control different experimental variables to keep it a fair test. By repeating each experiment 
several times, pupils should recognise that sets of similar results are more reliable.

Genes 1 - Variation •  Know the definition of the term species
•   Know that there is variation between individuals of the same species
•   Know the difference between continuous and discontinuous variation and give examples of each 
•   Know the definition of the term adaptation
•   Explain, using examples, how variation helps a particular species in a changing environment

•  Explain how variation between individuals is important for the survival of that species in a changing 
environment

•   Identify different characteristics as being inherited, caused by the environment or a mixture of the two
•   From a list of named species, describe how each is adapted to the particular environmental conditions 

in its habitat

•  Investigate how the environment can cause variation between members of the human population
•   Investigate which factors could affect environmental variation
•   Research how the horse has changed over time so that it survived in a changing environment

Exploring continuous and discontinuous variation and survival 
Using their knowledge of the two types of variation, pupils can investigate differences between 
individuals amongst their friends or family. Pupils can collect data on features like eye colour, blood 
groups, height or hand span and present their data. They can then draw appropriate bar charts or 
histograms. Pupils will go on to explain the shape of a bell shaped curve of normal distribution.

Genes 2 - Human 
reproduction

•  Identify the key features of the male and female reproductive systems on a diagram and know the functions of these key features.
•   Explain the the importance of the menstrual cycle in human reproduction
•   Identify and explain key events in a 28 day menstrual cycle in a non-pregnant woman
•   Know definitions of the terms gestation, foetus, placenta, umbilical cord
•   Know how to label a diagram showing the main structures associated with the development of a foetus inside the uterus
•   Know the main stages of the development of a foetus from sex cells to birth
•   Know that contraception stops a woman getting pregnant and describe a range of different contraceptive devices

•  Understand the interplay between the male and female reproductive organs in bringing about 
fertilization of the egg

•   Explain why the timing of events in the menstrual cycle can increase the changes of becoming 
pregnant

•   Explain how named substances can be passed from the mother to the foetus through the placenta
•   Use knowledge of the human reproductive system to explain how different contraception methods 

work

•  Investigate the causes of low fertility and relate these to the key features of the male and female 
reproductive systems

•   Research the names of the two main hormones in the menstrual cycle and explain their role
•   Research the effect of harmful substances like alcohol, drugs or tobacco on a developing foetus
•   Discuss the different methods of overcoming infertility and how successful each is

The effect of drugs and alcohol on unborn babies
By understanding the role of the placenta, pupils should explain how the mother’s blood maintains and 
nourishes her developing baby. From this they can investigate the effect of harmful materials on an 
unborn baby. They can state the names of such harmful substances and suggest what advice should be 
given to a pregnant woman. This can be used as a starting point to begin thinking about food, diet and 
a healthy diet.
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Forces 3 - Contact 
forces

•  Define the term contact force and give examples of these type of forces
•   Draw a series of diagrams showing the size and direction of forces acting on a series of objects
•   Explain and give examples of the terms deformation, tension and compression
•   Explain how different materials behave under tension or compression
•   Draw graphs to show linear and non-linear relationships
•   Define the terms friction and drag

•  Explain the effect on a moving and non moving object of a resultant force of zero
•   Explain how forces can change an object’s form causing it to be stretched or compressed
•   Explain that in some materials, deformation is proportional to force applied and is a linear relationship
•   Explain the effect of a change in force on the length of a spring
•   Compare the behaviour of different materials in deformation using the idea of proportionality
•   Explain the factors which affect the size of frictional and drag forces, including the effects of drag and 

other forces on falling or accelerating objects as they move 

•  Research Hooke’s Law
•   Research methods of reducing drag when swimming.
•   Evaluate how well sports or vehicle technology reduces frictional or drag forces

N/A

Forces 4 - Pressure •  Explain how the effect of a force differs depending on the area over which the force applies
•   Explain, with examples how pressure acts in a fluid in all directions and increases with depth
•   Describe atmospheric pressure as the pressure caused by the weight of the air above a surface
•   Draw annotated diagrams to explain the behavior of fluids in a variety of different situations where the pressure is unequal

•  Apply the formula: fluid pressure, or stress on a surface = force (N)/area (m2)
•   Use stress to deduce potential damage to one solid object by another
•   Explain how pressure in a fluid causes upthrust, and how an object floats or sinks depending on the 

object’s weight and the upthrust
•   Explain underwater effects using the concept of changing pressure

•  Carry out calculations involving pressure, force and area in hydraulics
•   Use the fluid pressure / stress formula to find force and area
•   Research and comment on atmospheric pressures on different planets

Under the sea 
Pupils will look at how a submarine underwater is subjected to upthrust force (buoyancy) and gravity 
pulling it down. Pupils can carry out a simple experiment to investigate how the density of water affects 
the upthrust of an object. This experiment requires them to consider a range of different variables and to 
suggest how to change the density of the water.

Electromagnetism 
3 - Magnetism

•  Draw diagrams of the field lines around magnetic materials, showing the direction and strength of the magnetic fields
•   Give examples of magnetic materials and examples of practical uses of the magnetic properties of these materials 

•  Predict the behavior of two magnets when they are brought together, including interactions between 
like poles and unlike poles

•   Apply knowledge of magnets to navigation using the earth’s magnetic field
•   Predict how an object made of a magnetic material will behave if placed in a magnetic field

•  Predict the pattern of field lines and the force around two or more magnets placed near each other
•   Research why some materials are magnetic

N/A

Electromagnetism 
4 - Heating and 
Cooling

•  Explain how an electromagnet generates a magnetic field
•   Describe the factors which effect the strength of the magnetic field generated by an electromagnet 

•  Evaluate the use of electromagnets compared to permanent magnets for a variety of uses
•   Apply knowledge of electromagnets to explain how bells, circuit breakers and loudspeakers work

•  Critique the design of a device using an electromagnet and suggest improvements
•   Research the use of electromagnets in relays

Making stronger magnets 
By understanding magnets and magnetic fields, pupils can learn how to create electromagnets which 
can lift greater masses. Pupils will interpret a graph showing the positive correlation between an 
increasing electrical current and an increasing number of metal paper clips that can be picked up. The 
use of electromagnets can be investigated by looking at ways in which recycling plants make use of 
these powerful magnets to separate and sort different metals.

Energy 3 - Work •  Explain the term work and give examples where work is done, including displacements and deformations
•   Explain the factors that change the work required to move an object
•   Give examples of how levers, pulleys and wheels are all used to make work easier 

•  Compare the work needed to move objects different distances
•   Use the formula: work done (J) = force (N) x distance moved (m) to compare energy transferred for 

objects moving horizontally
•   Explain, using diagrams, how levers, pulleys and wheels are all used to make work easier

•  Use the ‘work done’ formula to find force or distance moved 
•   Evaluate the advantages of different levers in terms of the forces needed and distance moved

Rising high 
By applying a simple equation (work done = force x distance), pupils can calculate how much work 
is done by a system (e.g. an electric motor pulling a load through a set distance). Pupils can use this 
understanding to investigate how a lift system works in a tall building. 

Energy 4 - Heating 
and cooling

•  Explain the difference between thermal energy and temperature
•   Explain what factors an object’s thermal energy depends on

•  Explain why thermal energy transfer occurs, give examples and relate this to changes in temperature
•   Compare and contrast, the three ways energy can be moved from one place to another by heating
•   Carry out an investigation into the thermal insulation of different materials
•   Relate the results of your investigation to conduction, convection and radiation

•  Sketch a graph to show the pattern of temperature change against time
•   Evaluate a claim about insulation in the home or for clothing technology

N/A

Waves 3 - Wave 
effects

•  Know how when a wave travels through a substance, particles move to and fro, transferring energy in the direction of movement of the wave
•   Explain the term pressure wave and give examples of pressure waves
•   Describe the functions of microphones and loudspeakers

•  Explain how sound waves can be used in cleaning and physiotherapy
•   Explain how audio equipment converts sound into a changing pattern of electric current
•   Explain, with examples, how waves of higher amplitude or higher frequency transfer more energy
•   Use differences in frequency to explain the damage done to living cells by light and other wave

•  Use data to evaluate the effectiveness of using the energy of water waves to generate electricity
•   Research how speaker and microphone technology has changed over time
•   Evaluate different methods of reducing skin damage by UV light

N/A

Waves 4 - Wave 
properties

•  Explain, with examples including light and sound, the differences between longitudinal and transverse waves
•   Describe how a physical model of a transverse wave shows how the waves moves from place to place, while the material it travels through does not
•   Explain, with examples, the meaning of transmission of a wave

•  Use the wave model to explain observations of the reflection, absorption and transmission of a range 
of waves 

•  Apply the equation: Wave speed (m/s) = frequency (Hz) x wavelength (m) Solar showers and insulated mugs 
Pupils will learn that sunlight can heat up things up in solar panels, and will also look at how solar 
bags can be used to heat up water so backpackers can have warm showers. They will investigate the 
science and technology behind these bags and evaluate the best design. Pupils could design their own 
investigation into thermal mugs. 
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Matter 3 - Periodic 
table

•  Know that the Periodic table shows all the elements arranged in rows and columns, and groups are columns of the periodic table and that Periods are rows
•  Know that metals are generally found on the left side of the table, non-metals on the right 
•   Know that Group 0 contains unreactive gases called noble gases 
•   Know that physical properties are features of a substance that can be observed without changing the substance itself 
•   Know that Group 1 contains reactive metals called alkali metals 
•   Know that chemical properties are features of the way a substance reacts with other substances 
•   Know that Group 7 contains non-metals called halogens 

•  Use data to describe a trend in physical properties (e.g. boiling points of Noble Gases)
•  Use data showing a pattern in physical properties to estimate a missing value for an element (e.g. 

boiling points of Noble Gases)
•   Describe the reaction of an unfamiliar Group 1 or 7 element 
•   Use observations of a pattern in chemical reactions to predict the behaviour of an element in a group
•   Use data to describe a trend in physical properties (boiling points of Halogens) 

•  Predict the position of an element in the periodic table based on information about its physical and 
chemical properties 

•   Use data about the properties of elements to find similarities, patterns and anomalies (periodicity 
across periods) 

•   Choose elements for different uses from their position in the periodic table

Developing the periodic table 
Pupils will look at the scientists whose work helped to develop the modern Periodic table. Pupils should 
look at how the elements were organised into different groups according to the ideas of the time. 
They should recognise that patterns emerged as scientists gained more knowledge and new ideas 
accumulated. 

Matter 4 - Elements •  Know that most substances are not pure elements, but compounds or mixtures containing atoms of different elements.
•   Know that elements are what all substances are made up of, and which contain only one type of atom
•  Know that a compound is a pure substance made up of two or more elements strongly joined together 
•   Know that a chemical formula shows the elements present in a compound and their relative proportions
•  Know the symbols: hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, carbon, hydrogen, iron, zinc, copper, sulfur, aluminium, iodine, bromine, chlorine, sodium, potassium & magnesium
•   Know that atoms are the smallest particle of an element that can exist 
•   Know that molecules are two thousands of atoms joined together. Most non-metals exist either as small or giant molecules 
•   Know that a polymer is a molecule made of thousands of smaller molecules in a repeating pattern. Plastics are man-made polymers, starch is a natural polymer 

•  Given chemical formulae, name the elements present and their relative proportions
•   Use particle diagrams to classify a substance as an element, mixture or compound and as molecules 

or atoms
•  Represent atoms, molecules and elements, mixtures and compounds using particle diagram
•   Use observations from chemical reactions to decide if an unknown substance is an element or a 

compound
•   Name simple compounds using rules such as: changing the non-metal name to end in -ide; using 

mono, di, tri prefixes; and knowing the symbols of hydroxide, nitrate, sulfate and carbonates. 
•   Name compounds using their chemical formulae 

•  Compare and contrast the properties of elements and compounds and give a reason for their 
differences

•   Use particle diagrams to predict physical properties of elements and compounds 
•   Deduce a pattern in the formula of similar compounds and use it to suggest formulae for unfamiliar 

ones
•   Describe and explain the properties of ceramics and composites 
•   Use data about the properties of elements to find similarities, patterns and anomalies (periodicity 

across periods) 
•   Choose elements for different uses from their position in the periodic table

Element or compound? 
Pupils will investigate some of the practical techniques used to identify an element or a compound. For 
example, when elements are heated in air, they will form compounds which are heavier. Electrolysis can 
also be used to split compounds up into their constituent elements. 

Reactions 3 - 
Chemical energy

•  Know that an exothermic reaction is one in which energy is given out, usually as heat or light
•  Know that an endothermic reaction is one in which energy is taken in, usually as heat 
•   Know that during a chemical reaction bonds are broken (requiring energy) and new bonds formed (releasing energy)
•  Know that a chemical bond is a force that holds atoms together in molecules
•   Know that catalysts are substances that speed up a chemical reactions but are unchanged at the end

•  Use experimental observations to distinguish exothermic and endothermic reactions
•   Use a diagram of relative energy levels of particles to explain energy changes observed during a 

change of state 

•  Use energy data to select a reaction for a chemical hand warmer or cool pack
•   Predict whether a chemical reaction will be exothermic or endothermic given data on bond strengths 

Handwarmers and cold packs 
Pupils can investigate the everyday application of exothermic and endothermic reactions. For example, 
looking at how chemical reactions are used to create a handwarmer or a cold pack. They will study and 
suggest ways of developing simple experiments to improve the design of these products.

Reactions 4 - Types 
of reaction

•  Know that thermal decomposition is a reaction where a single reactant is broken down into simpler products by heating
•  Know that chemical changes can be described by a model where atoms and molecules in reactants rearrange to make the products and the total number of atoms 

is conserved 
•   Know that combustion is a reaction with oxygen in which energy is transferred to the surroundings as heat and light

•  Write word equations from information about chemical reactions 
•   Explain why a reaction is an example of combustion or thermal decomposition
•   Predict the products of the combustion or thermal decomposition of a given reactant and show the 

reaction as a word equation 
•   Explain observations about mass in a chemical or physical change 
•   Use particle diagrams to show what happens in a reaction

•  Devise a general rule for how a set of compounds reacts with oxygen or thermally decomposes
•   Compare the pros and cons of fuels in terms of their products of combustion 
•   Balance a symbol equation 
•   Use known masses of reactants or products to calculate unknown masses of the remaining reactant or 

product 
•   Use mass of reactant in equation to determine mass of product e.g. magnesium and oxygen

Burning alcohols 
Pupils can investigate the burning of different alcohols in air and measure the relative amounts of energy 
released from each. The experiment presents opportunities for pupils to consider a range of variables, 
a risk assessment and identify anomalous results. It also contains a set of data which can be presented 
graphically. 

Earth 3 - Climate •  Know that carbon is recycled through natural processes in the atmosphere, ecosystems, oceans and the earth’s crust as well as human activities
•   Know that the earth’s atmosphere contains around 78% nitrogen, 21% oxygen, <1% carbon dioxide, plus small amounts of other gases 
•   Know that fossil fuels are the remains of dead organisms that are burned as fuels, releasing carbon dioxide
•  Know that a carbon sink is an area of vegetation, the ocean or the soil, which absorbs and stores carbon 
•   Know that greenhouse gases reduce the energy lost from the earth through radiation and so the temperature has been rising with the concentration of gases
•   Know that the greenhouse effect is when energy from the sun is transferred to the thermal energy store of gases in earth’s atmosphere

•  Use a diagram to show how carbon is recycled in the environment and through living things 
•   Describe how human activities affect the carbon cycle
•   Describe how global warming can impact on climate and local weather patterns

•  Evaluate the implications of a proposal to reduce carbon emissions
•   Evaluate claims that human activity is causing global warming or climate change
•  Compare the relative effects of human-produced and natural global warming

The global warming debate. 
Pupils will review the evidence for global warming and the greenhouse effect and link these to changes 
in the carbon cycle. From their knowlege, pupils should be able to evaluate the data for global warming 
and understand the correlation between carbon dioxide output and increasing global temperatures. This 
can also lead into a discussion of how to evaluate secondary sources such as wikipedia.

Earth 4 - Earth 
resources

•  Know that there is only a certain quantity of any resource on earth, so the faster it is extracted, the sooner it will run out. Recycling reduces the need to extract 
resources 

•   Know that most metals are found combined with other elements, as a compound, in ores. The more reactive a metal, the more difficult it is to separate it from its 
compound. Carbon displaces less reactive metals, while electrolysis is needed for more reactive metals 

•  Explain why recycling of some materials is particularly important
•   Describe how earth’s resources are turned into useful materials or recycled
•   Justify the choice of extraction method for a metal, given data about reactivity
•  Suggest factors to take into account when deciding whether extraction of a metal is practical 

•  Suggest ways in which waste products from industrial processes could be reduced. Use data to 
evaluate proposals for recycling materials. 

•  Suggest ways in which changes in behaviour and the use of alternative materials may limit the 
consumption of natural resources.

Is fracking a good idea? 
By learning about the finite resources on the planet, pupils should be aware of the need to conserve 
materials and fossil fuels. They can investigate the process of fracking in terms of what it is and as a 
means of extracting fossil fuels from underground rocks. Pupils should understand the controversy 
surrounding fracking and evaluate the pros and cons of the process. They can comment on other 
alternative energy sources and suggest how these are less likely to cause global warming. 
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Organisms 3 - 
Breathing

•  Know the names of the gases that are exchanged between the alveoli and the blood
•   Know how to label a diagram of the thorax to show the key parts of the human gas exchange system and know the function of these key parts
•   Explain why the rate of breathing is determined by the volume of oxygen the body needs
•   Explain how the ribs and diaphragm change the volume and pressure inside the thorax during inhalation and exhalation
•   Know the lung volume for an average person and how to measure lung capacity by displacing a volume of water with exhaled air
• List and explain the factors that can affect the gas exchange system

•  Explain how the different parts of the gas exchange systems are adapted to their function 
•   Describe factors which may affect the breathing rate and lung volume of a person
•   Give examples of how changes in the gas exchange system may affect other processes in the body

•  Evaluate the bell jar model of the gas exchange system and compare it with the mechanism in the 
thorax

•  Evaluate the data collected and use this to answer the question ‘is height linked to lung volume?’
• Evaluate a possible treatment for a lung disease. 

Investigate a claim linking height to lung volume 
Pupils can investigate whether there is a correlation between two variables by measuring an individual’s 
height and their lung volume. A simple piece of apparatus can be used to measure lung volume and 
readings can be repeated to check reliability. Pupils can draw a graph with a line of best fit to see if there 
is a positive or negative correlation. 

Organisms 4 
-Digestion

•  Describe the key components of a balanced diet and use data to calculate the requirements of a healthy diet
•   Describe the key components of the human digestive system and know the function of each
•   Draw diagrams to show the locations of the key components of the digestive system
•   Describe how food is broken down by chemical and mechanical digestion
•   Describe and explain the importance of enzymes in the chemical digestion of food

•  Suggest ways of improving unbalanced diets
•   Explain how the organs and tissues of the digestive system are adapted to their function
•   Explain why there must be different enzymes for each different type of food

•  Write a report showing the effects of dietary deficiency diseases and how they can be alleviated
•   Explain how villi in the small intestine of a coeliac are affected by gluten
•   Evaluate how well a model represents key features of the digestive system and suggest possible 

improvements

Evaluating models of the digestive system. 
By studying different models of the digestive system, pupils can gain an insight into the structure and 
function of different regions of the gut. The length of the gut can be modelled using rubber tubing and 
the selective permeability of the wall is demonstrated with tights. Pupils can link their knowledge of the 
processing of food to the adaptations of the gut for maximum absorption.

Ecosystems 3 - 
Respiration

• Know the definition of aerobic respiration as being the release of energy from glucose in the presence of oxygen
• Know the reactants, products and word equation for respiration
• Describe the difference between anaerobic respiration in animals, plants and microbes like yeast
• Know how to write word equations for anaerobic respiration in animals, plants and microbes
• Know that fermentation is the same as anaerobic respiration in yeast

• Explain the importance of respiration to living organisms
• Suggest how organisms living in different conditions use respiration to get their energy
• Explain the similarities and differences between aerobic respiration and anaerobic respiration
• Explain how anaerobic respiration in yeast is used by humans

• Write a balanced symbol equation for respiration
•  Write a balanced symbol equation for anaerobic respiration in animals and in plants and microorganisms
• Explain how specific activities involve aerobic or anaerobic respiration
• Research the production of wine by fermentation

Using yeast to explore fermentation 
Pupils can apply their knowledge of fermentation by looking at this practical application of the process. 
By investigating the release of carbon dioxide, pupils can see that the rate of fermentation changes as 
the temperature increases. They can also find the optimum temperature at which yeast works best. The 
investigation also links into the section on breathing where carbon dioxide is tested using limewater.

Ecosystems 4 - 
Photosynthesis

•  Describe the process of photosynthesis and how to write the word equation for photosythesis
•   Explain why only plants and algae that are green can carry out photosynthesis
•   Describe the role of plant roots and explain how plant roots are adapted to obtain named resources from the soil
•   Know the names of the tissues that transport materials to and from the plant roots
•   Explain how respiration and photosynthesis are related in plants
•   Explain the uses of the products of photosynthesis and the importance of these to other organisms 
•   Explain how the rate of photosynthesis can be affected by changing the external conditions

•  Explain how plant leaves are adapted to obtain the resources required for photosynthesis including the 
importance of stomata

•   Label a diagram of a section through a plant leaf, identifying the specialised cells
•   Explain how the plant tranporting tissues are different
•   Sketch a line graph to show how the rate of photosynthesis is affected by changing conditions

•  Write a balanced symbol equation for photosynthesis
•   Research potential ecological problems caused by the overuse of fertilisers
•   Investigate the range of plant storage organs which humans can use for food

Is chlorophyll essential for photosynthesis? 
Pupils can investigate chlorophyll’s role in photosynthesis and how its absence means a plant cannot 
photosynthesise and starch is not stored in the leaves. Pupils can compare the levels of starch in leaves 
with and without chlorophyll. This investigation links in to the section on Interdependence as it illustrates 
the role of plants as producers of food for a food chain.

Genes 3 - Evolution •  Know the definitions of the key terms natural selection, competition, evolution
•   Know the principles of Darwin’s theory of natural selection
•   Explain that organisms have adaptations that help them survive in their environment
•   Explain the term extinction and give examples of organisms which are now extinct
•   Define the term biodiversity
•   Explain why biodiversity is important in ecosystems and why it is important to maintain biodiversity

•  Evalulate whether evidence for a species changing over time may supports the theory of natural 
selection

•   Use evidence to explain why some species have adapted to changing conditions and survived whilst 
others have become extinct

•   Explain how preserving biodiversity can provide useful products and services for humans

•  Evaluate the evidence for a common ancester which is provided by the pentadactyl limb
•   Evaluate the contribution made by Charles Darwin to our knowledge of evolution through natural 

selection
•   Investigate how the biodiversity of an ecosystem can be measured
•   Evaluate different methods of preserving animal and plant species

Extinction 
Pupils should know the term extinction and be able to suggest reasons for an organism ceasing to 
exist. Pupils can investigate one or more organisms that have either become extinct or are on the brink 
of being wiped out. They can evaluate the claim that humans are responsible for the current mass 
extinction event.

Genes 4 - 
Inheritance

•  Explain the importance of DNA, genes and chromosomes in inheritance
•   Know how to draw a diagram to show the relationship between DNA, chromosomes and genes
•   Understand the terms genome, haploid, diploid, allele, homozygous, heterozygous, dominant, recessive
•   Define the terms mutation and carcinogen
•   Explain, with examples, the effect of changes in DNA on an organism and its future offspring

•  Explain the roles of Watson, Crick and Franklin in the discovery of DNA
•   Explain, using examples, why offspring from the same parents are similar but not usually identical
•   Describe examples of genetic modifiction and discuss arguments for and againt the process

•  Research how the number of chromosomes changes during mitosis and meiosis
•   Explain how sex is determined using diagrams to show the inheritance of X and Y chromosomes
•   Reseach the human genome project and suggest benefits that have arisen or may arise from it

The future of genetics 
Pupils knowledge of the role of genes in variation can be extended by investigating the processes 
involved in genetic modification. There are many interesting examples that can be investigated like 
‘glow in the dark rabbits’ or golden rice. The processes involved are controversial and pupils can 
suggest reasons for and against genetic modification of organisms.
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9 Particle model

 »  Model of solids, liquids
and gases

Worked example
Explain, using the particle model, why a solid bar of iron expands when it is 
heated.

The iron particles gain energy and vibrate more vigorously. As a 
result the particles move further apart.

Know
1 How are the particles arranged in:

a) a solid

b) a liquid

c) a gas?

2 Describe how the movement of the water particles differs between ice, 
water and water vapour.

3 The diagram shows the three states of matter for a substance.

Each circle represents a particle of the substance.

Solid Liquid Gas

a) Copy and complete the diagram by drawing three circles to represent 
the particles of a gas.

b) Which statement is correct about the movement or arrangement of 
the particles of this substance?

A They move randomly in the liquid state.

B They move randomly in the solid state.

C They are arranged in fi xed positions in the gas state.

D They are arranged in fi xed positions in the liquid state.

Hint
When a solid is 
heated, its particles 
do not get bigger. 
They stay the same 
size. Stating that 
the particles get 
bigger is a very 
common mistake.
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c) Which word describes the change that takes place when a solid 
becomes a liquid?

A boiling

B condensing

C freezing

D melting

Apply
1 The diagram shows the arrangement of the particles in a solid, a liquid 

and a gas.

Solid Liquid Gas

Explain each of the following statements using the particle model of 
solids, liquids and gases.

a) A liquid cannot be easily compressed.

b) A gas occupies all of the container in which it is placed.

c) A solid is usually more dense than its liquid.

d) A solid cannot fl ow, but a liquid can fl ow.

 » Changes of state
Worked example
Iron has a melting point of 1535 °C and a boiling point of 3000 °C. Work out 
what state iron is in at each of the following temperatures: 1600 °C, 200 °C, 
3200 °C.

At 1600 °C the iron is above its melting point but below its boiling 
point, so it is a liquid.
At 200 °C the iron is below its melting point, so it is a solid.
At 3200 °C the iron is above its boiling point, so it is a gas.

Know
1 When solid iodine is heated it changes directly into iodine gas. What name 

is given to this process?

A condensation

B diffusion

C evaporation

D sublimation
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2 The table below shows the melting and boiling points of four elements, 
A, B, C and D.

Element Melting point in °C Boiling point in °C
A 660 2520
B 1540 2760
C 650 1100
D −39 357

Which element in the table is:

a) a liquid at 0 °C

b) a solid at 1500 °C

c) a gas at 500 °C

d) a liquid over the biggest temperature range?

Apply
1 Some cold water is poured into a fl ask and a bung is inserted. The 

diagram shows the fl ask after a few minutes.

a) Use the particle model to explain how water vapour becomes mixed 
with the air in the fl ask.

b) What is the name given to the process in which water becomes water 
vapour?

2 In a kettle water is boiled to form steam. The steam then cools to form 
water droplets. State the change in:

a) energy

b) arrangement 

c) movement of the water particles

as the steam cools to form liquid water.

3 Ice melts at 0 °C. Sulfur melts at 113 °C. Explain whether the forces of 
attraction between the particles in ice are stronger, weaker or just the 
same as the forces of attraction between the sulfur particles in solid sulfur.

4 Use the particle model to explain what happens to the particles of water 
when it boils to form steam.

Air and water vapour

Water
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 »  Sublimation, diffusion 
and pressure

Worked example
Use the particle model to explain how air inside a balloon creates pressure 
on the sides of the balloon. Why does the pressure increase if you blow more 
air into the balloon?

The air particles are continually colliding with each other and with the 
sides of the balloon. When a particle collides with the wall, it exerts a 
small force on the wall. The pressure exerted by the air is a result of the 
collision forces of all of the particles. 
When you blow more air into the balloon, you add more particles. The 
more particles that hit the walls, the higher the pressure.

Know
1 What is the name of the process that occurs when a solid changes 

straight into a gas?

A condensation

B diffusion

C evaporation

D sublimation

2 What is the name of the process when the gas spreads out to fi ll the 
gas jar?

A condensation

B diffusion

C evaporation

D sublimation

Apply
1 A large crystal of the purple compound potassium permanganate 

is added to water in a beaker. After 1 week the crystal of potassium 
permanganate is much smaller and the whole of the liquid is purple. Use 
the particle model to explain these observations.

2 Explain why diffusion takes place much more slowly in a liquid than in 
a gas.

3 A small amount of liquid bromine is placed into a sealed jar that contains 
air. After 2 minutes a brown gas is seen just above the surface of the 
liquid. After 2 hours the whole jar is full of a brown gas.

Explain the observations using the particle model.
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